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Statistical mechanics of knitted metamaterials 
 

The objective of this project consists in building a general understanding of metamaterials 
revolving around the notions of elasticity, localized singularities such as stitches, and the 
mechanical networks these structures organize into. For knitted sheets and textile, the network of 
stitches/knots determines the global shape of the structure and its mechanical properties. The 
questioning will be organized along the exploration of the mechanical and statistical properties of 
these systems. 

Knitting patterns with a thread yields extraordinary mechanical objects: 2D fabric with stretch 
ability comparable to that of elastomers and almost unrelated to that of the thread itself, 
insulating yet porous, robust against localized damage, and potentially feasible at micro scales, or 
3D macramé/wicker designs that can be extremely rigid, versatile and cheap. Knotting also 
provides with locking and sliding mechanisms that can be taken advantage of in a (self-) 
actuation perspective. Finally, simply braiding threads into ropes can produce considerable 
strength and flexibility. Surprisingly, little attention has however been devoted to the systematic 
understanding of these outstanding features from a physical point of view, even though there are 
significant available mathematical results, and most resources are common knowledge. 

From an experimental point of view, we will first measure the loose and tight mechanical 
response and kinematics of a single simple knot, together with the first few prime knots. We will 
establish a catalogue of known patterns from popular knowledge, and textile and mathematical 
literature. From there, we will attempt a classification, pick representative designs, and prototype 
them with well controlled model elastic threads. Then we will perform tensile mechanical tests, 
and extract all microscopic dynamics from the imaging, using for example digital image 
correlation or tracking techniques to reconstruct local deformations and stitch dynamics. The 
mechanical testing will also proceed to extract the dissipative characteristics of the designs, their 
fatigue behavior, dynamical response, and failure, their aging and potential slow relaxation.  
Then we will alter the designs by introducing defects, either by removing/adding a stitch, or by 
cutting the thread in one or more places, and we will repeat the mechanical tensile tests and 
imaging. The next step will consist in adding defects at controlled distances, and measuring their 
interactions. Then we will engage in heterogeneous knitting, mixing stiches on regular or 
disordered/random patterns, or with threads with different elastic properties. 
 
 
Please, indicate which speciality(ies) seem(s) to be more adapted to the subject: 
 
Condensed Matter Physics:  YES      Macroscopic Physics and complexity: YES  
Quantum Physics:  NO    Theoretical Physics: NO 


